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My colleague Professor John Cherrie once said that we know more about the number of birds breeding in British meadows each year (see http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/BBSreport12_web.pdf) than the number of workers exposed to carcinogens in the workplace. It is clearly important to monitor bird populations, but I would consider it of at least equal importance to know what hazardous agents workers are exposed to. However, there are few data sources that can provide accurate information on the prevalence of occupational exposures.

In the early 1990s, Timo Kauppinen at the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health led a team that aimed to estimate the prevalence of occupational exposure in 55 industries for 15 member states of the European Union (EU).1 This CAREX system has been extensively used in surveillance and burden of disease studies as well as by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) within the Monograph series. Since the publication of the original CAREX system some countries have been added to CAREX (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Czech Republic)2 while estimates have been updated for some countries including Italy.3 CAREX was adapted for several countries in Central America,4 while researchers in New Zealand recently also developed a CAREX system.6

In this issue of the OEM, Peters et al7 describe the CAREX—Canada system. In addition to estimates of the prevalence of exposure, Peters and her coworkers have provided, where possible, estimates of the intensity of the exposure.

Why is it important to have good estimates of the prevalence and intensity of exposure?

Occupational diseases still represent a significant health burden as well as a financial cost for public and private social protection systems. Rushton et al8 estimated that in Great Britain about 8000 cancer deaths and 13,000 cancer registrations per year could be attributed to past occupational exposure to known and probable carcinogens. These represented 5.3% (8.2% men, 2.3% women) of all cancer deaths recorded in Britain in 2005 and 4.0% (5.7% men, 2.1% women) of all cancer registrations in 2004. Driscoll et al9 estimated that worldwide in 2000 there were 386,000 deaths from non-malignant respiratory disease and 152,000 cancer deaths from exposures experienced in the workplace. Other countries are currently doing similar studies, such as in Canada as reported by Peters et al, while we are working on a project to estimate the burden of disease from occupational exposures in Singapore (see http://www.iom-world.sg/our-services/research/construct-healthsg/).

Good progress has been made over the past 30 or 40 years in reducing occupational exposures, at least in European and North-American countries.10 However, estimates provided by Peters et al9 for Canada, as well as by Carey et al11 for Australia and by us for Britain12 and the EU13 show that the prevalence of exposure to carcinogens is still high in certain industries, in particular for respirable crystalline silica, diesel exhaust fumes, ultraviolet radiation and shift work.

The impact of occupational exposure on the health of workers is very difficult to estimate accurately, in particular when dealing with chronic disease. Occupational disease registries and surveillance schemes are likely to suffer from under-reporting and hence burden of disease studies are complementary to occupational disease reporting schemes. Such burden of disease studies use information on exposure-response associations from epidemiological studies, information on background disease rates in the general population, and estimates of exposure to calculate the fraction of disease incidence and mortality that can be attributed to occupational exposures. Rushton et al9 and Driscoll et al9,10 used CAREX to obtain estimates of the prevalence of exposure in their burden of disease studies. Furthermore, we used CAREX in a recent project, funded by the European Commission, to estimate the health and socioeconomic impact of changes to the EU Carcinogen Directive (SHECAN—project; see http://www.OccupationalCancer.eu). In this project, in addition to estimating the current burden of disease from occupational exposure (due to past exposures), we also estimated the impact of current exposures on the future burden of disease (up to 2060), and predicted the health and socioeconomic impact of a number of changes made to the EU Carcinogen Directive. To estimate the impact of policy changes that affect exposure levels, such as implementation of exposure limits, detailed information on exposure intensity, including temporal and spatial variability, is required.

Despite some updates, the CAREX EU estimates are outdated, as it (1) provides estimates that relate mainly to the period 1990–1993, (2) does not cover all current EU countries, (3) does not include agents or work circumstances that have been classified as carcinogenic since the mid 1990s and (4) does not include intensity of exposure.

This was also recognised during a workshop on occupational carcinogens organised by the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) in Berlin on 3 and 4 September 2012, which concluded that: “Research efforts estimating the burden of occupational disease and building on the links between occupations and exposures, are very helpful for setting priorities for prevention and disease recognition and compensation. Efforts to update exposure data for such studies, for example CAREX... need broad support, including from European institutions.” (https://o sha.europa.eu/en/seminars/workshop-on-carcinogens-and-work-related-cancer).

In order to develop cost-effective and efficient policies to reduce and manage the health risks from exposure to hazardous agents at the workplace, it is essential that high-quality and comprehensive information on prevalence as well as intensity of occupational exposure to such agents is available at regional, national and international level. The work carried out by Peters et al9 reported in this issue and that by others, for example Carey et al12 in a previous issue in this journal, is therefore very important. There are clearly limitations to any approach that aims to develop such estimates, as acknowledged by Peters et al, and further efforts should be encouraged to improve the accuracy of the estimates and to track any temporal changes in the prevalence as well as intensity of exposure. Considering the ongoing activities to estimate the global burden of disease, which includes the burden of occupational exposures, there is a clear need to coordinate a collection of worldwide data on prevalence and intensity of occupational exposure, not
just of carcinogens, but of all hazardous substances used in the workplace.
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